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Almost every other person in this world cooks. Some cook only for home, some enjoy cooking for
friends and some cook as a profession. If you enjoy cooking, then you can make it your business.
You can start several ventures in the food field commencing it from your own home kitchen.

1.	Pickles

Preserving food is a distinctive technique and not many people can do it. Pickles act like a
condiment with food and are relished by many. They can be either sweet or sour in taste. You can
supply homemade pickles to food stores or restaurants

2.	Bakery products

If baking is your thing than you can either open a bakery online shop or can take orders from other
bakery or restaurants. You can specialize in the field you are truly comfortable. If baking biscuits are
your forte, go only for them or if you love to bake focaccias then start with them. Bakery items are
consumed daily like bread, biscuits etc. It is a huge market.

3.	Deserts

Desert or sweet dishes can be made on order for restaurants. You can begin with your own
neighborhood by taking orders for special occasions.

4.	Juice & Salad Bar

Now-a-days, people are more into staying fit and eating healthy. You can serve healthy juices of
fruits and vegetables and fresh salads to go with it. You can team up with a gym or some other
exercise establishment and open an outlet there.

5.	Cakes & Pastries

Start with your own home and let your talent do all the talking. Gift cakes & pastries baked by you to
friends and relatives and then see the orders pouring in. Get associated with bakery online shops
and take orders from them.

6.	Ice Cream

Do you make your own ice creams? Open up an ice cream store in your vicinity. Experiment with
different flavors and let your friends and neighbors give their opinion on it.

7.	Homemade chocolates

Chocolates are loved by all. Homemade chocolates are always in demand especially for gifting
purposes.

8.	Jams

Jams and marmalades are loved by kids. Fruits & jams can also be preserved and supplied to food
chain stores.
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9.	Sauce & Chutney

Mustard, soy, tomato, chilli and so many more sauces can be made at home and supplied to all
kinds of food establishments. Sauces and chutneys are can be eaten with any type of food.

10.	Cooking Class

If your friends keep asking for your food recipes, why not start your own classes. Start with a few
people and teach them something new each time.
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Visit a bakery online shop www.kermanigbakery.com and enjoy the beautiful delights. Savor the
delicious a focaccias and other freshly baked bakery items.
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